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TONEZ RELEASED “CLOSE
MY EYES” ON PRIVATE
STREET RECORDS AND WE
LOVE IT !

Sander van Doorn links with
Laura van Dam for action
packed tech house gem ‘My
Mind’!

Martin Garrix joins forces
with Breathe Carolina for
their exciting festival
banger ‘Something’!

DVBBS unveils vocal
clubbing gem ‘Love Till It’s
Over’!

DISCOTEK, an artist not
scared to step out of his box!
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DANCE MUSIC PIONEERS ASTRONOMAR AND
DANCES WITH WHITE GIRLS COLLABORATE ON
‘RIDE THE TRAIN’ !
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NEW DANCE FRIDAY 2…
Ensis Records

1

LASER
Hardwell

2:54

2

Mansion
BUTTER, Michael Shynes

3:06

3

Baila Conmigo
Tiësto

2:26

4

Alive
TMP

2:08
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Love Till It's Over (feat. MK… 2:15
DVBBS, MKLA

6

We Don’t Need
Oliver Heldens, Piero Pirupa

3:08
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Time-tested DJ /Producers Astronomar and Dances With White Girls team up on the
intricately produced House banger ‘Ride The Train’ out 15th July via Ultra Records.
Astronomar has been an active contributor to the Dance Music landscape for over a
decade through original productions, extensive collaborations and endless remix
work for the likes of Diplo, RL Grime, What So Not and many, many more. His
productions have been utilized by some of the powerhouse labels within the Dance
space such as Mad Decent, Ministry of Sound, Toolroom’s annex label Strange Love
and countless others.

#1 Tip For Hair Thinning
HLV
In addition, his experience extends into assisting the operations of highly credible
independent labels like Rules Don’t Apply (Walker & Royce’s imprint), IN2ITION
(new label with Sinden) and formerly served as creative visionary for the iconic
underground club label Main Course. With these kinds of accolades, it is no surprise
that he now releases a massive joint record with the worldwide music entity Ultra
Records.

Speaking on the record Astronomar says “This track has been a long time
coming! Dances and I wrote & recorded it 4 years ago, and we’re so happy
to finally be able to share it with the world such a colossal platform like
Ultra. We really just want people to ride trains.”
On this unique and bouncy anthem, he joins forces with Dances With White Girls,
who’s quickly becoming a household name in the music industry. Taking pieces from
house,hip hop, blog house, Philly club, techno and more, he is renowned for his
eclectic technical DJ sets and distinctive vocals which have graced the hits of fellow
artists such as Chris Lake, Walker & Royce, Matroda, J. Worra, Theophilus London X
Tame Impala, and more, a polymath who’s work is inescapable in clubs worldwide,
and online Radio Show host (Club Demon Radio on Amp).

About the upcoming release he said: “Ride The Train is a trippy tale about the
casual chaos when I hop into the streets. We love to have fun and made a
goofy catchy anthem for discerning dance music heads”
With a jam-packed year of gigs and performances to come from both artists, ‘Ride
The Train’ is set to disseminate from the very dancefloors it was created for and
promises to be a staple record in the sets of DJ’s across the world.

See also Spanish DJ and producer S.B. returns with new
single - "La Fiesta" (DJ Sammy Remix)!
Ride The Train
Astronomar, Dances With White Girls
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Previous article

Next article

HARDWELL TAKES “ZERO GRAVITY” FLIGHT,
OUT NOW!

Puri x Nico & Vinz join forces for silky
summer tune ‘It Ain’t Over’ !
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TONEZ RELEASED “CLOSE MY

Sander van Doorn links with Laura

Martin Garrix joins forces with

EYES” ON PRIVATE STREET

van Dam for action packed tech

Breathe Carolina for their exciting

RECORDS AND WE LOVE IT !

house gem ‘My Mind’!

festival banger ‘Something’!

NOME. makes his debut on

Martin Ikin returns to Ultra

Meduza join forces with James

Universal Music with ‘Love Come

Records bringing another fresh

Carter, Elley Duhé & Fastboy on

Home’!

and unique track “Future”!

new single ‘Bad Memories’!
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